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Luke 24:36-49 And just as they were 
telling about it, Jesus himself was 
suddenly standing there among them. 
"Peace be with you," he said. 37 But the 
whole group was s tar t led and 
frightened, thinking they were seeing a 
ghost! 38 "Why are you frightened?" he 
asked. "Why are your hearts filled with 
doubt? 39 Look at my hands. Look at my 
feet. You can see 
that it's really 
me. Touch me 
and make sure 
that I am not a 
ghost, because 
g h o s t s d o n ' t 
have bodies, as 
you see that I 
do."  40 As he 
spoke, he showed them his hands and 
his feet. 41 Still they stood there in 
disbelief, filled with joy and wonder. 
Then he asked them, "Do you have 
anything here to eat?" 42 They gave him 
a piece of broiled fish, 43 and he ate it 
a s t h e y w a t c h e d . 4 4 T h e n h e 
said, "When I was with you before, I 
told you that everything written about 
me in the law of Moses and the 
prophets and in the Psalms must be 
fulfilled." 45 Then he opened their 
minds to understand the Scriptures. 46 
And he said, "Yes, it was written long 
ago that the Messiah would suffer and 
die and rise from the dead on the third 
day. 47 It was also written that this 
message would be proclaimed in the 
authority of his name to all the nations, 
beginning in Jerusalem: 'There is 
forgiveness of sins for all who repent.' 
48 You are witnesses of all these things." 
49 "And now I will send the Holy Spirit, 
just as my Father promised. But stay 

here in the city until the Holy Spirit 
comes and fills you with power from 
heaven."

F o r M i c h a e l O ' N e i l l o f 
Middlesbrough, England, death was 
just a vacation. On June 2, 2008, 
Michael decided to take a last-
minute trip to Australia to visit a 

f r i e n d a n d 
made his plans 
without telling 
anyone . H i s 
neighbors, who 
h a d s e e n 
neither hide nor 
hair of him for 
d a y s , g o t 
wor r i ed and 

called the police. The police broke 
down the door of his apartment only 
to find that he had disappeared, 
leaving behind no evidence of what 
had happened to him. Honest 
mistake, right? But it gets weirder! A 
few weeks later, a death notice 
appeared in the local paper for 
Michael O'Neill, another resident of 
Middlesbrough, who was about the 
same age as Michael and had 
brothers named Kevin and Terry. In 
a b i z a r r e c o i n c i d e n c e ,   t h e 
vacationing Michael's brothers are 
also named Kevin and Terry. Friends 
and neighbors of O'Neill figured that 
their worst fears had been realized. 
That is, until one of them received a 
postcard from him, confirming that, 
while he was indeed Down Under, it 
wasn't in the way they had thought. 
Michael arrived home on August 11 
to find his front door smashed in, 
police watching the apartment, and 
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Across 
1. * ___! Drink! And, be 
Merry!
4. * Food is kept cold in one in 
a kitchen, commonly
10. Soviet news agency
14. * Something to have after a 
meal
16. * Upchuck (Yucky!)
17. * Asked in the Bar: "Is that 
___ good one?"
18. * Culture medium
19. Said at Sleeptime: "The sun 
is ___ more. That means it's 
time for bed."
20. * Fill to satisfaction
21. Departed ...but backwards?
22. * Not stale
23. * "!ti gnitae erofeb elppa 
taht ___ ot tegrof 
t'noD" :nehctiK eht ni diaS
25. Gain's opposite ...but it's 
backwards?
27. * Food Samplers = Taste _-
_-_-t-e-r-s
28. * Asked of the Recipe 
Tryer: "Well ...was ___ any 
good?"
30. * One is used to take the 

roast out of the oven
32. * Cold Cuts Counter, 
curtly
34. * Like some potato chips
37. * Like some snack foods
41. * Like a Lemon
42. * Food: ___ the Flavor!
43. Tractor Trailer
44. * Animals that feed on 
other animals and 
vegetables
46. * Shoppers push them in 
grocery stores
47. Certain College, 
commonly
48. "Friends" (TV) 
character ...flipped around?
50. "I get it!"
51. Possesses (bkwds.)
53. Not hard
55. * Bakery item: ___ of 
Bread
58. * One buzzes in the 
kitchen when the food is 
done
60. * Like some fruit, 
without the "Fl"
62. Roll for a Movie ...on 
the fritz?

65. Ancient civilization 
region, but it's backwards! 
a-i-m-a-t-o-p-_-_-_-_
66. Ms. James
67. * Supply food for a 
party
68. Arm bone
69. * Nutrition specialists
71. Couple in a Concert 
(bkwds.)
72. * Things left behind by 
the Cookie Monster 
(bkwds.)
73. * Said in the Dining 
Room: "Let's ___ the table 
first, then we can finish 
making the meal."
Down 
1. Declines
2. Region
3. * Chewers
4. * It's in most 
desserts ...all scrambled 
up?
5. Blood Type: O ___ 
Negative
6. David Bowie's 
supermodel wife
7. * It makes food 
absorbable into the body
8. * Chews
9. Pathway ...for short and 
backwards?
10. Stuff on Steel after 
Some Storms (bkwds.)
11. * Hors d'oeuvre
12. * Taste is a what?
13. * Cooking ones appear 
on television (bkwds.)
15. God of War, in Greek 
Mythology
21. Humor ...all scrambled 
up?
22. pleH ___ :kooB fo 
epyT
24. Ms. Irving
26. Make Over ...but 
backwards?
28. * Diner's exclamation: 
"This meal ___ good!"

29. Fortifying ditch 
(bkwds.)
31. Ski lift
33. Ms. Bonet
35. * Soup & Sandwich 
combos can be ordered 
from one
36. Group of three
38. * Hollered from the 
Kitchen: "I just have to 
___ the salad, and then I'll 
be right out!"
39. Said at the Filing 
Cabinet: "Let's just finish 
up with filing ___ En, 
then we can call it quits 
for the day."
40. * Plate
42. * Pop's Partner
45. Swerve
46. ___-Magnon Man 
(Extinct human)
49. Board Game, minus 
the "Monop"
51. * Heavy-bodied porter
52. * Said in the Grocery 
Store: "You'll find all of 
the breakfast cereals in 
___ number five."
54. * Chomps (bkwds.)
56. Jai follower
57. * Greek cheeses
59. Woman of 
Refinement (bkwds.)
61. State in the 
States ...but it's flipped 
around?
63. Celine Dion's hubby
64. In the past, in the past
66. Asner and McMahon
67. Roman Numerals for 
300
70. Atomic #77
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April 2021 News and Announcements 
Has your life somehow taken a 
turn for the worse? Do you feel 
like your dreams and aspirations 
have been crushed and gone 
forever? Does it feel like your 
life, as you desired it, is over?

If so, then you are not alone and 
not without a new hope!

This meme* showed up in a 
recent Reddit feed and I though 

it was great! I hope you get some inspiration from it also! This 
brief message might be for you or someone you love!

Some folks have felt this way for a long time and, as a result, 
have felt hopeless to the point of depression. By the way, you 
might be able to tell by looking at them, but it is real 
nonetheless.  Is it really true that there is no hope for a new and 
better day? In 2 Corinthians 5:17, we read, “This means that 
anyone who belongs to Christ has become a new person. The 
old life is gone; a new life has begun!”

This “new life” is spiritual in its core even so, we can still be 
left with some emotional, spiritual, and physical baggage to 
tote along. Some folks can easily deal with these emotions, 
while others, through no fault of their own, simply cannot let 
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these burdens slip away like Calgon’s promise to take us away to 
wonderland! 

So, what can we do when the hopes, dreams, and desires that 
have motivated us are gone?

(1) We can stay gloomy and sad.  [Hint - not a good option. ask 
me how I know!]

(2) We can resign ourselves to our sad lot in life and trudge 
through life until we go home to glory.

(3) We can start over with new purpose and goals! But even if we 
start over, we do not do so from scratch!  We can start over with 
the wisdom, knowledge, and vast experience we have amassed 
through our faith in God and throughout our lives! 

My hope and prayer is that we all opt for the third choice!  

However, if you are feeling blue, depressed, and hopeless then 
talk to someone before the temporary blue feeling turns into 
something bigger. You always have a caring, listening, and non-
judgmental ear in our church

Blessings,  

Pastor Gary

* “Meme” (/miːm/ MEEM) — an idea, behavior, style, or usage 
that spreads from person to person within a culture Memes 
(discrete units of knowledge, gossip, jokes and so on) are to 
culture what genes are to life.

Crossword Puzzle Solution - 
“Tasty”
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his neighbors, once again seeing him on the street, believing in ghosts. In an interview, O'Neill said, 
"Everywhere I am going, people, I know are grabbing hold of my hand, saying, 'I thought you were 
dead!' They can't believe it's me and I'm still alive. I'm a nervous wreck because everywhere I go people 
keep grabbing me!" 

It's hard to believe that Mr. O'Neil should be surprised by those who saw him "post-resurrection" saw 
him back among the living! Jesus himself experienced a similar reception when he, too, returned from 
the grave — except that his friends and neighbors had seen him die. Jesus' trip was no vacation to 
Australia. The events of that Friday left Jesus' disciples, and his friends no doubt shocked at the brutal 
way that Jesus had died on Calvary's cross. The only saving grace was that his body was allowed to be 
laid in a tomb by his friends. Instead of left hanging for days to rot in public humiliation, as was the 
standard Roman practice. 

After witnessing this horrific event, Jesus' disciples were gathered together in Jerusalem, trying to sort it 
all out. But then, there he was among them, saying, "Peace be with you" (v. 36). Like the shocked 
neighbors in Middlesbrough, the disciples thought they saw a "ghost" (v. 37). I suspect that none of us 
have ever witnessed someone coming back from the dead. So it's little wonder that the disciples were 
"frightened" and that even "in their joy they were disbelieving and still wondering" (39, 41). Yet, unlike 
Michael O'Neill, Jesus had no problem with people touching him to see if he was with them, in the 
flesh. "Touch me and see," he says to his skeptical friends, "for a ghost does not have flesh and bones as 
you see that I have" (v. 39). This was no hallucination. Jesus was not only touchable, but he asked His 
disciples for a quick snack! (41-43). This incredible event transformed Jesus' rag-tag group of 
frightened followers into bold men and women. In Luke 24:49, Jesus told them to "stay here in the city 
until the Holy Spirit comes and fills you with power from heaven."

Michael O'Neill may not have told his friends and families about his trip, but Jesus made no secret of 
His journey to Calvary and back!

They were surprised, then, to find the tomb door open and no indication of Jesus' whereabouts on 
Sunday morning. Instead of being missing and presumed dead, Jesus was dead and presumed missing. 
No one needed an obituary to determine which Jesus of Nazareth had died, only where his body had 
been taken. 

It was the angelic messengers who gave Mary and the ladies the message. "He is not here, but has 
risen," they and Jesus sent them as the very first evangelists proclaiming that Christ rose from the dead! 
Later that same day, two disciples traveling on the road to Emmaus got a Bible study like no other, only 
to find out when they arrived at their destination that it was the risen Jesus himself who was teaching 
the study! (Luke 24:13-26). 

Later, in the Book of Acts, they were empowered by the Holy Spirit to be witnesses of Christ Jesus. 
After that, they went about proclaiming that Jesus was alive raised from the dead to live forevermore. 
This meant that a new age was here. They understood that they were to continue to embody his 
ministry. They were to do this by feeding a world hungry for the hope of salvation and the promise of 
new life made possible by his sacrificial death and bodily resurrection. Because of him, death is no 
longer our final destination! That's news to get excited about, but I think we lose the excitement of the 
resurrection by the passage of time since that first resurrection Sunday can distance us from the feeling 
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of surprise. Easter comes every year, but it usually finds some folks excited just before Easter. Then 
those feelings fade away until next Easter or Christmas! That excitement should be something powerful 
enough to keep us invigorated every Sunday morning and every day of the week! And it should because 
the promise of resurrection means that we should always be looking for the spiritually "dead" of this 
world to witness and encourage! So, let me ask you, who are the people in our community who need 
new life? Who's on a spiritual vacation from which they can't seem to return? How will our church 
welcome them home? You might just know someone like this. Let's find them and love them with words 
of hope and everlasting life!

Always remember, You and I have been blessed to be a blessing! So let's be one!

Pastor Gary

Continued on Page 8
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Transition to Post-Christendom: From the Temple Mount to Mars Hill

By Timothy Tennent — April 29, 2021

Every year, thousands of Christians make pilgrimages to Jerusalem and the Holy Land. There is something awe-inspiring 
about walking where Jesus walked and seeing places from the Bible come alive in fresh ways. To retrace the steps of Jesus 
from the Praetorium where he was falsely condemned and scourged to the traditional site of the crucifixion outside the city 
gate is an unforgettable experience.

Many Christians also retrace the footsteps of the apostle Paul. In the spring of 1999, my wife and I had the privilege of 
traveling through Turkey and Greece, following the footsteps of Paul’s great missionary journeys. After our visit to Ephesus, 
we traveled north and crossed from Asia Minor (modern-day Turkey) into Greece just as Paul had done in the first century. 
We visited such familiar sites as Philippi, Thessalonica, and Corinth. However, one of the highlights of the trip was the visit 
to Athens, Greece, the traditional seat of learning and philosophical speculation of the ancient world. This is the birthplace 
of Plato and the home of Plato’s Academy, regarded by many as the first institution of higher education in the Western 
world.

The apostle Paul’s time in Athens is recorded in Acts 17. Paul stood on Mars Hill and saw idols and various objects of 
worship, including an altar with the inscription “To an Unknown God” (Acts 17:23). From this impressive rock outcropping 
you can see the imposing Acropolis of Athens, upon which stand the ruins of the Greek Parthenon. Built in the fifth century 
BC, the Parthenon was dedicated to the Greek goddess Athena. The apostle Paul stood on that spot with its impressive view 
of the Parthenon and declared, “You are ignorant of the very thing you worship—and this is what I am going to proclaim to 
you” (Acts 17:23). As I stood on top of Mars Hill, I wondered what it must have been like to hear this amazing proclamation 
from the apostle Paul and hear how he used the “Unknown God” as his starting point to proclaim the gospel to the Athenian 
skeptics gathered at the Areopagus (Acts 17:16–34).

Tertullian (160–220) once famously asked, “What has Athens to do with Jerusalem?”1 For Tertullian, Jerusalem represented 
a culture with the revelation of God’s Word at the center. Athens represented a culture of human speculations, skepticism, 
and instability. Tertullian understood profoundly that divine self-disclosure powerfully trumps all other knowledge and 
discourse. Unlike some of the other early apologists, Tertullian wasn’t particularly interested in the insights of the secular 
philosophers. For him, Jerusalem represented a society framed by revelation, and therefore, theological and cultural 
stability. In contrast, Athens represented dialogue, speculation, and doubt.

Jerusalem and Athens are symbolic of a key shift in our culture. Like Tertullian, many of us would prefer to proclaim the 
gospel—symbolically speaking—from the security and stability of the Temple Mount of Jerusalem. Many of us yearn for a 
time to return when God’s Word was more widely acknowledged and respected in the culture, not to mention the church 
itself. We remember a day when our culture enjoyed far greater stability. However, we can no longer think of this as our 
primary paradigm. Instead, we are called to be faithful to the gospel in the midst of the raucous, pluralistic, experimental, 
skeptical environment of “Mars Hill of Athens.” The apostle Paul proclaimed the gospel not just from the Temple Mount of 
Jerusalem but also from Mars Hill of Athens.

Traditionally, pastors in the Western world were trained, even unconsciously, to occupy places of cultural and religious 
stability. Pastors arrived in communities to serve churches where a large percentage of the people either attended church or 
gave assent to the broad contours of the Christian worldview. Many of the ethical parameters of the Judeo-Christian 
worldview were widely embraced.

This kind of Christendom arrangement has collapsed. We are no longer in Jerusalem. We are in Athens. We are no longer on 
the Temple Mount but on Mars Hill. This has enormous implications for how we engage the culture in the opening decades 
of the twenty-first century. Indeed, our society represents a more profoundly missional context than anything we have 
previously encountered. This new cultural paradigm means that we must prepare Christians to be far more articulate in 
responding to a wide array of cultural questions that are being posed to the church.

The pastoral implications of this reality for an exploration of the theology of the body are important. The wider culture no 
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Lectionary Texts for this Week
April 25, 2021

4th Sunday of Easter!                   
Lectionary Texts:

Acts 4:5-12,                                                         
Psalm 23 (UMH 754 or 137),                                

1 John 3:16-24,                                                     
John 10:11-18 

            Liturgical Color: White or Gold

White symbolizes purity, holiness, and virtue, as 
well as respect and reverence. White is used for all 
high Holy Days and festival days of the Church 
Year, especially the seasons of Christmas and 
Easter, as well as for baptism, marriage, 
dedications, and in some traditions for the ordination 
of ministers. In some church traditions it is also used 
for funerals as a symbol of the resurrection.

Transition to Post-Christendom: From the Temple Mount to Mars Hill
longer embraces Judeo-Christian values and has only a fading memory of the long-held assumptions that arise out of 
biblical revelation. Therefore, we must be savvy about where the first real battleground is for Christians today: we 
must prioritize the reclaiming of biblical Christianity within our own faith, practice, catechesis, and discipleship. That 
will have an enormous positive impact on the surrounding society. Nevertheless, we must also recognize that the 
neoevangelical movement of the 1940s is close to collapsing, and we are facing a substantial loss of Christian 
identity within the church itself. Helping our churches make this transition from Christendom to post-Christendom 
may be one of the most important pastoral challenges we have faced in decades.


